
Entering our 10th year of ministry



Worship Circle is a growing community of worship leaders who are discovering the power of
leading from a place of being fully alive in our identity, truly known by others, and sharpened in
the skills necessary to lead well. For the past 10 years, known worship artists from around the
United States have been shepherding the hearts and souls of worship leaders around the world
through bi-monthly online small groups, annual online SUMMIT’s, and an annual in-person REST
Retreat. These leaders, who have been entrusted with a platform, are doing the behind the scenes
work of showing up to go on a personal journey of truly experiencing God’s love and
transformational presence. As a result, millions of people in congregations around the world are
being impacted, all hearing the message that they are loved and not alone.

WORSHIP CIRCLE IS...



OUR COACHES

KIM WALKER-SMITH

KRISTENE DIMARCO TODD FIELDS

PAUL BALOCHE MEREDITH ANDREWS

MACK BROCK

MATT MAHER

KALLEY HEILIGENTHAL

KRISTIAN STANFILL

CHARLIE HALL MELODIE MALONE

LAURA STORY



HOW IT WORKS...
By partnering with “known” leaders in the church space, Worship Circle’s proven small group
model gives leaders everywhere an opportunity to be mentored by someone they look up to.

 
PROBLEM
Churches often put talented people onstage before allowing them to grow in the security 
of their belovedness first.

 SOLUTION
WC creates space for leaders to grow in secure attachment to God and others thereby drawing
those they lead in their lifetime into the awareness of God’s love and presence.

 KEY DISTINCTION
High profile leadership team; safe, soul-care virtual environments; in person rest retreats and
experiences.

 



That every church leader everywhere would know that they are loved and not alone.
VISION

To connect church leaders into authentic community, alive in their identity, fully known by
others, and sharpened in their skills.

MISSION

Servanthood, Humility, Authenticity, Preparedness, Excellence, Shepherding.
VALUES



We've had 1118 leaders join us from

1118 different Churches 

26 countries around the world! 

in

Over the last 9 years, God has done amazing
 things through the Worship Circle ministry....

Assuming each church has at least 500 attendees

559,000
CONGREGANTS ARE IMPACTED WEEKLY  



Over the last 9
years we've had...

1697 Summit Attendees

1180 Rest Retreat Attendees



WORSHIP CIRCLE PODCAST 

WORSHIP CIRCLE YOUTUBE  

74 Episodes
174,000 Streams
150 Countries 

214,000+ Subscribers
42.7 Million+ Views

206 Countries

Over the last 9
years we've had...



WHERE GOD IS LEADING US
Hired Michael Jones to lead Worship Circle
Pastors in 2024.

Launch 2 Worship Circle Pastors groups in 2024
to impact lead Pastors.

Have 4 Pastor small groups by 2025.

Engage more global leaders through a 2023 live
recording and maximize the Worship Circle
YouTube Channel (currently at 225k subscribers
with over 40 million views).

Add more REST Retreats in strategic US regions
to draw leaders into small groups.

 



 

There is a growing crisis for church leaders in America.
Now is the time for the Christian community to come
alongside their pastors to support them so that they can
lead in healthy ways. More than ever the church needs
resilient leaders who are committed to being healthy as an
essential aspect of effective leadership.  - David Kinniman
(Barna Group)

CURRENT STATE OF U.S. PASTORS 

As of March 2022, the percentage of pastors who have considered quitting full-time
ministry within the past year sits at 42%. (Barna Group) 

1 in 3 pastors is considered “healthy” in terms of well-being

The global pandemic severely impacted the health of the church and those who work
within it. 



OUR NEED & PRAYER 
As we continue following God's lead in caring for worship leaders and pastors, we are trusting

God to provide each of the following: $50,000 to cover the Hymns, Volume 2 recording in
October 2023, $100,000 for the REST Retreat in October 2023, and $250,000 to sponsor 50

leaders and pastors to experience the Worship Circle Program. We invite you to partner with us in
the work that God has called us to.  You can donate here: www.worshipcircle.com/partnerwithus

http://www.worshipcircle.com/partnerwithus

